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Virgili Jubero 

About
Photographer and Director from Barcelona.

Collab
Partners in crime for almost 10 years now. Besides capturing beauty 
together, a fantastic friendship. 
Paris was were we really met after a first encuentro in Barcelona.

Work
Hereby we are pleased to show you an analog picture and scan 
starring Anouck Lepere, Antwerp 2016, dressed in full Loewe look. 

“Anouck” Edition of 5, marked & signed.
“Collage” Edition of 10, marked & signed.

www.virgilijubero.com
www.instagram.com/virgilijubero

Stoneware ceramics by Sigrid Volders of Clay Club

About
Sigrid Volders, make up artist and  creative.

Collab
After having worked together on fashion shoots, I discovered 
Sigrid’s project Clay Club and so inevitably we were bound to create 
something together.

Work
Limited edition of 30 unique plates made out of earthy beige clay 
with black chamotte, called kork.
One glaze recipe in 5 different shades: soft beige and brown tones & 
bright warm orange tones.
5 different sizes: 7,5 cm - 9cm - 20cm - 24cm - 29cm.
Handbuilt and fired twice (total of 18 hours at max 1250°C).
Dishwasher safe.

www.instagram.com/clay.club
www.instagram.com/sigridvolders

Bomber Jacket by Cesar Casier

About
Model, cook and fashion designer. 

Collab
Sharing a great friendship and passion for fashion since more then 
12 years. After collaborating on Cesar Casier’s T line we decided to 
make something timeless for every day for Fortlaan93. A piece that 
we could still wear after our 50s ;)

Work
Edition of 8 signed daim jackets, 4 olive and 4 sand. 
Size adjustable. 

www.cesarcasier.com
www.instagram.com/cesar_casier
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DDS Daddy dress

About
Delphine De Somer, creative designer.

Collab 
After introducing me to Marrakech, sharing same thoughts on life, 
we decided to create a men’s jacket adapted to a female boss body.

Work
An edition of 4 jackets in 4 different fabrics, made in her private 
atelier in Marrakech.
Size adjustable.

www.instagram.com/bydds

Conversation pit by Jonas Van Put 

About 
Jonas Van Put (1989) is an interior architect and furniture designer. 
He is intrigued by nature and landscapes, and everything that 
derives from it. 
He is fascinated by the background processes that take place in 
natural as well as artificial circumstances on different scales. 
The journey across those scales is vital for the choice of a design 
language. For each and every design he pays attention to the 
relation with its public, and questions social interactions among 
people. The starting point is one, imaginary story that leads to the 
following design process to be dreamy and light-hearted as well. 

Collab
After I discovered Jonas his first design piece called ‘The Observer’ in 
the garden of Art Gallery EMELY, we joined forces creating a playfull 
extraterrestrial sculpture for WCD2015. 
Due to this unique and inspirational collaboration, one year later we 
are creating a conversation pit together.

Work
Available in 3 different fabrics.

www.jonasvanput.be 
www.instagram.com/jonasvanput
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